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1  |  INTRODUC TION

Genome- wide homozygosity is commonly considered detrimental to 
fitness because of increased expression of deleterious recessive al-
leles, harmful impacts of over dominant alleles and/or a deficit of het-
erozygote advantage (Charlesworth & Charlesworth, 1987). While 
various ecological or genetic forces might lead to genome- wide 

homozygosity (e.g. genetic drift, founder effects, bottlenecks), the 
usual cause is mating among kin (inbreeding; Charlesworth, 2003). 
Decreased fitness as a result of inbreeding (inbreeding depression) 
has been a fundamental premise of evolutionary ecology since the 
writings of Darwin (1876) and evidence for it is widespread (Bozzuto 
et al., 2019; Charlesworth & Willis, 2009; Crnokrak & Roff, 1999; 
Keller & Waller, 2002). However, while genome- wide homozygos-
ity might indeed impose fitness costs, these might be mediated by 
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Abstract
1. Genome- wide homozygosity, caused for example by inbreeding, is expected to have 

deleterious effects on survival and/or reproduction. Evolutionary theory predicts 
that any fitness costs are likely to be detected in late life because natural selection will 
filter out negative impacts on younger individuals with greater reproductive value.

2. Here we infer associations between multi- locus homozygosity (MLH), sex, dis-
ease and age- dependent mortality risks using Bayesian analysis of the life histo-
ries of wild European badgers Meles meles in a population naturally infected with 
Mycobacterium bovis (the causative agent of bovine tuberculosis [bTB]).

3. We find important effects of MLH on all parameters of the Gompertz– Makeham 
mortality hazard function, but particularly in later life.

4. Our findings confirm the predicted association between genomic homozygosity 
and actuarial senescence. Increased homozygosity is particularly associated with 
an earlier onset, and greater rates of actuarial senescence, regardless of sex. The 
association between homozygosity and actuarial senescence is further amplified 
among badgers putatively infected with bTB.

5. These results recommend further investigation into the ecological and behav-
ioural processes that result in genome- wide homozygosity, and focused work on 
whether homozygosity is harmful or beneficial during early life- stages.
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the fitness rewards of homozygosity of beneficial alleles (Falconer & 
Mackay, 1996). Empirical research is required to determine whether 
genome- wide homozygosity affects fitness in nature.

Studies on the fitness effects of genome- wide homozygos-
ity have tended to focus on captive animals (Bijlsma et al., 2000; 
Swindell & Bouzat, 2006). However, artificial conditions might af-
fect the strength and genetic architecture of inbreeding depression 
(Bijlsma et al., 1999), meaning extrapolation of inferences to wild 
populations can be problematic. Studies of inbreeding depression 
in the wild have demonstrated its detrimental impact on a vari-
ety of traits such as juvenile survival, adult longevity, fecundity, 
birth weight and egg- hatching rates (for a review, see e.g. Keller & 
Waller, 2002). However, studies have seldom addressed how the 
effects of genome- wide homozygosity may vary throughout individ-
ual lifetimes (Hedrick & Garcia- Dorado, 2016; Kardos et al., 2016; 
Stoffel et al., 2021; Trask et al., 2021). Of particular interest is the as-
sociation between homozygosity and the process of ageing (Brooks 
& Kemp, 2001; Charlesworth & Hughes, 1996), based on the under-
standing that fitness often declines in old age, a process known as 
senescence (Partridge & Mangel, 1999).

Evolutionary theories of senescence assume that the force 
of selection declines with age and hence will be more efficient at 
eliminating genetic variants (alleles) that have detrimental effects 
in early life than those with effects that are manifest in later life 
(Medawar, 1952; Williams, 1957). Alleles associated with late- life 
detriments may therefore accrue in populations, causing older in-
dividuals to age faster. The two leading genetic explanations for se-
nescence are not mutually exclusive (Charlesworth & Hughes, 1996) 
but do have differing explanations: mutation- accumulation refers to 
weak selection against late- acting deleterious mutations, while an-
tagonistic pleiotropy assumes that genes causing detrimental effects 
on late- life survival or reproduction are retained in populations if 
they have pleiotropic effects beneficial in early life (Ungewitter & 
Scrable, 2009). Both hypotheses predict that harmful effects of ho-
mozygosity should only be revealed in late life.

Analyses of associations between inbreeding and fitness have 
generally relied on pedigree- based measures of inbreeding (e.g. 
Pemberton, 2004) but the generation of large- scale molecular ge-
netic data offers alternatives and removes the need to conduct par-
entage analysis over many generations, which can be challenging in 
natural populations. Large- scale studies tend to use single- nucleotide 
polymorphisms or microsatellite data to measure multiple- locus het-
erozygosity and then identify statistical associations with specific 
fitness traits (Acevedo- Whitehouse et al., 2003; Amos et al., 2001; 
Szulkin et al., 2010). The validity of marker- based measures of ge-
nomic homozygosity has been questioned (Nietlisbach et al., 2017; 
Slate et al., 2004), not least because homozygosity is not a direct 
measure of the frequency of mating with kin. Marker- based homo-
zygosity does, however, measure directly the main proposed mech-
anism for inbreeding depression: costs associated with a surfeit of 
homozygous loci throughout the genome. Any influence of homozy-
gosity on fitness will depend on whether loci generally impose dele-
terious homozygous costs or confer homozygote advantage.

Many relevant studies have used only small numbers of markers 
and small sample sizes, although the utility of the approach depends 
on the number of individuals, the number of loci and their expected 
heterozygosity (Miller et al., 2013). There has been increasing ac-
knowledgement that molecular genetic measures of inbreeding 
may be most appropriate when investigating inbreeding depres-
sion (Forstmeier et al., 2012; Kardos et al., 2015, 2016; Nietlisbach 
et al., 2017; Wang, 2016). The use of genomic data has shown in-
breeding depression to be more severe and more widespread in 
natural populations than originally thought, with the potential to be 
state- dependent and dynamic across lifespans (Bérénos et al., 2016; 
Chen et al., 2016; Harrisson et al., 2019; Hoffman et al., 2014; 
Huisman et al., 2016; Niskanen et al., 2020).

Despite an increasing number of information- rich demographic- 
monitoring projects contributing to our understanding of age- related 
declines in survival and other fitness- related traits in wild populations 
(for a review see Beirne et al., 2014, 2016; Nussey et al., 2013), compar-
atively few have made links with genome- wide homozygosity (but see 
e.g. Benton et al., 2018; Charmantier et al., 2006; Keller et al., 2008). 
These studies of wild populations generally focus on changes in a spe-
cific fitness- related trait (e.g. fecundity or disease progression) with 
age, evidence to date has supported both antagonistic pleiotropy and 
mutation accumulation (Harrison et al., 2011). Here we focus on the 
actuarial mortality risks experienced by wild mammals that vary natu-
rally in levels of multi- locus homozygosity (MLH).

Survival is a key fitness trait when assessing the demography of 
animal populations, yet it remains a challenging parameter to esti-
mate in the wild (Delahay et al., 2009; Mccallum, 2008). Some of the 
issues associated with traditional life- table methods of monitoring 
survival (e.g. accommodating individual variability in mortality risk, 
and discretisation of continuous time and age) are overcome by the 
use of survival and mortality trajectories (Colchero & Clark, 2012; 
Hudson et al., 2019). Lifetime trajectories can be used to describe 
survival and mortality patterns across entire lifespans in continu-
ous time and promote deeper understanding of life history (Gaillard 
et al., 1994; McDonald et al., 2014). Several functions have been used 
to describe mortality trajectories (e.g. Gompertz— Gompertz, 1825; 
Gompertz– Makeham— Makeham, 1867; Siler— Siler, 1979), and in 
humans and laboratory animals the standard shapes are well estab-
lished (Bebbington et al., 2007; Eberhardt, 1985). For many species, 
a ‘bathtub’- shaped curve is typical, but evidence for bathtub- shaped 
mortality trajectories in natural populations is relatively uncommon, 
possibly due to the sampling procedures used to collect data. For 
example, Capture– Mark– Recapture (CMR) studies will miss individ-
uals that die prior to being first caught and marked, meaning small 
sample sizes of very young and, for similar reasons, very old individ-
uals (Gilbert et al., 2014), offering limited power to identify all the 
parameters of the bathtub even if they exist.

In this study, we employ Bayesian statistical techniques to infer the 
effects of MLH on sex-  and infection- specific mortality rates across the 
life histories of a population of free- living mammals. We use survival and 
mortality trajectory analysis on data from a long- term monitoring project 
of a wild population of European badgers Meles meles, naturally infected 
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with the pathogen Mycobacterium bovis which causes bovine tuberculo-
sis (bTB). Age- , sex-  and infection- specific variations in badger mortality 
have previously been evidenced (McDonald et al., 2014), including the 
detection of a senescent increase in disease- related mortality risk in 
later life (Hudson et al., 2019) but this lacked the consideration of MLH. 
Benton et al. (2018) demonstrated an age- related increase in the risk of 
progressed infection in female badgers— this relationship being stron-
ger with increasing MLH. Here we ask whether MLH influences survival 
during early- , mid-  or late- life in badgers. Considering findings that link 
MLH to sex- specific epidemiology of disease in this species (Benton 
et al., 2018), we also ask whether any association between MLH and 
mortality risks is mediated by sex or infection status. We discuss our 
findings not just as a test of fundamental evolutionary theory, but also 
regarding the importance of inbreeding for the demography and epide-
miology of an important zoonotic reservoir of livestock disease.

2  |  MATERIAL S AND METHODS

2.1  |  Badger sampling

The capture, examination and sampling of live badgers were carried out 
under Home Office Project Licence PP3493437 and preceding versions 
of this licence. Data used were collected from a long- term CMR study 
of a wild population of badgers at Woodchester Park in Gloucestershire 
(Delahay et al., 2013). Using CMR data introduces biases, since individu-
als who die prior to being captured or available for capture (i.e. prior to 
emerging from the sett) are never known. We therefore model survival 
given at least one capture. Badgers were live- trapped up to four times a 
year and on the occasion of first capture were given a unique identify-
ing tattoo. On all capture occasions, badgers were anaesthetised and 
subjected to diagnostic tests for bTB before being released (Delahay 
et al., 2000). For further information, see Suporting Information. 
Limitations in the sensitivity of the diagnostic tests are well known 
(Drewe et al., 2010) but all tests are highly specific, so we assume that 
test- positive animals are highly likely to be infected and model test- 
positivity as a proxy for true infection status. We created two distinct 
infection categories of badger: cub positive (individuals that tested posi-
tive to at least one diagnostic test during the first year of their life) and 
never positive (individuals that never tested positive to any diagnostic 
test throughout their life). The population monitored consists of 2751 
individuals of which 1933 have been genotyped. We retained only 
known- age individuals (n = 1793) and removed the 187 individuals who 
tested positive after the first year of their lives. Our final dataset con-
sisted of 1606 individuals with year of first capture ranging between 
1979 and 2011: 442 classed as ‘cub positive’ (226 females, 216 males) 
and 1164 as ‘never positive’ (625 females, 539 males).

2.2  |  Genotyping and measures of inbreeding

A hair sample was taken from each badger at first capture and stored 
in 80% ethanol prior to DNA extraction and genotyping (Carpenter 

et al., 2005). Genotyping involved the use of 22 microsatellite mark-
ers, each with 4– 7 alleles.

We followed the approach used by Benton et al. (2018) to formu-
late and validate our measures of inbreeding. All data processing and 
analysis was completed in R version 4.2 (R Core Team, 2019). We used 
the MicroDrop Programme (Wang & Rosenberg, 2012) to impute 
missing microsatellite data and tested for deviations from Hardy– 
Weinberg equilibrium for each of the 22 microsatellite markers using 
the hwtest function in R package Adegenet (Jombart, 2008) with no 
deviations found. There has been considerable debate over whether 
a subset of molecular markers can accurately reflect genome wide 
homozygosity (DeWoody & DeWoody, 2005) but this uncertainty 
can be partially addressed through calculation of the parameter g2 
(David et al., 2007) which measures the degree to which a set of 
markers reflects variation in inbreeding among individuals. We cal-
culated the g2 parameter using the g2_microsats function in R pack-
age inbreedr (Stoffel et al., 2016) and for our set of markers g2 was 
statistically significantly different from zero 

(

g2 = 0.002, p < 0.001
)

 
suggesting that the marker set reflects non- zero genome- wide  
effects of homozygosity (Szulkin et al., 2010).

We calculated three different measures of inbreeding: inter-
nal relatedness (IR; Amos et al., 2001) using R package rhh (Alho 
et al., 2010); an individual inbreeding coefficient (F) calculated using 
the Adegenet package in R— (Jombart, 2008); and MLH: the pro-
portion of genotyped loci that are homozygous. We checked the 
robustness of our analysis by repeating them with each different 
measure of inbreeding (Figure S2) and found only minor differences: 
here we present results using MLH. We follow Benton et al. (2018) 
and Harrison et al. (2013) in checking that the influence of MLH on 
life- history parameters is not due to the influence of homozygosity 
at single microsatellite loci. We replaced MLH in our models with a 
binary homozygosity predictor, for each locus in turn, and judged the 
importance of locus- specific homozygosity as a rival predictor of the 
mortality trajectory (Figure S3).

2.3  |  Statistical modelling

We initially compared the fit of four different mortality models to 
the complete dataset using the widely applicable information cri-
terion (WAIC; Watanabe, 2010): (1) the exponential model which 
assumes constant mortality throughout life independent of age; (2) 
the Gompertz (Gompertz, 1825) model which describes mortality 
as exponentially increasing with age; (3) the Gompertz– Makeham 
(Makeham, 1867) model, which is an extension of Gompertz (1825) 
with an additional age- independent mortality hazard parameter and 
(4) the Siler model (Siler, 1979) which describes a ‘bathtub’ shaped 
mortality curve with an initial decline in mortality from a high in-
tercept, then near- constant early-  to mid- life mortality, followed 
by exponentially increasing mortality due to actuarial senescence 
(Table 1).

We jointly estimated survival and recapture probabilities in a 
similar fashion to Cormack– Jolly– Seber models (Cormack, 1964; 
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Jolly, 1965; Seber, 1965), which account for the sampling process 
and subsequent missing data inherent in CMR studies. We em-
ployed a reversible- jump Markov Chain Monte Carlo (Green, 1995; 
RJ- MCMC) approach to variable selection in the R package NIMBLE 
(de Valpine et al., 2017) by constructing a maximal model with in-
dicator nodes attached to each parameter. RJ- MCMC is a general 
framework in which the dimension of the parameter space can 
vary between iterations of the Markov chain, allowing variables 
to be included or excluded from the model as the chains progress. 
After convergence, the proportion of iterations that the MCMC 
chain spends within a given model space is an estimate of the pos-
terior model weight for that model and can inform model compar-
isons/choice (Hastie & Green, 2012). Similarly, the proportion of 
iterations where a variable is present in the model is an estimate 
of the marginal posterior probability of association for that vari-
able (Hoeting et al., 1999). In models that include many possible 
combinations of included variables, the posterior model probabili-
ties can quickly become diluted by the volume of possible models, 
unless the signal within the data is strongly in favour of a small 
number of models. In these instances, it is more straightforward 
and interpretable to generate posterior inclusion probabilities for 
each of the variables and use the posterior model probabilities to 
inform multi- model inference techniques such as Bayesian model 
averaging (BMA) to account for the uncertainty in model choice 
when constructing survival and mortality trajectories.

2.4  |  Model specification

We set the core structure of the model such that age- at- death is 
distributed according to the chosen model from the initial model 
comparisons— each parameter then allowing for combinations of 
sex- , infection-  and MLH- specific variations. The survival time dis-
tribution can be defined by its hazard function, for example, the 
Gompertz– Makeham hazard function is:

where tDi is age- at- death of individual i. We specify a log- linear rela-
tionship between the parameters of the model and the sex- , infection-  
and MLH- specific covariates (and all interactions), e.g.

Here �Si denotes the random intercept for social group Si (Si = 1, …, 40) 
of individual i (i = 1, …, N). Similar forms are placed on the bi and ci terms 
(except for the random intercept terms— see discussion below). We 
place ‘slab- and- spike’ prior distributions on the regression parameters 
in (2). NIMBLE does this by augmenting the parameter space with an 
additional set of binary indicator variables to capture inclusion (e.g. 
za
k
, zb

k
, zc

k
; k = 1, … , 7). For full details, please see the model code in 

Supporting Information.
We also ensured that interaction terms could not be included in 

the model unless each associated main effect was included using the 
constraint function in NIMBLE. Badgers live in territorial social groups 
with individual infection status related to group membership, individ-
uals can and do move between social groups although this is generally 
after they reach sexual maturity. In our analyses, we chose to use an 
individual's modal social group included as a random effect (�) in our 
model on parameters a and c which both act similarly to raise or lower 
the overall mortality trajectory. With 40 different social groups pres-
ent in the data, we chose to share the effect of each across the two 
parameters (in a similar style to a random- intercepts model). We ran 
the same analyses with social group included on b but with negligible 
differences in the resulting model- averaged trajectories we present 
the more parsimonious model here.

2.5  |  Priors

We used weakly informative exponential distributions (rate = 1) 
for the priors of the model parameters. We specified normal prior 
distributions (mean = 0, SD = 1) for all of the sex- , infection-  and 
inbreeding- specific coefficients and used Bernoulli distributions 
(with prior probability of success p = 0.5) for the inclusion probabili-
ties, giving each variable an equal prior probability of being included. 
Social group was specified as a random effect with normal distribu-
tion (standard deviation given a Uniform (0,10) prior). Bayes' Factors 
are sometimes criticised for their sensitivity to the priors used so 
we repeated the analysis using more diffuse exponential (rate = 0.1) 
and normal (mean = 0, SD = 10) distributions; this had negligible ef-
fects on any outcomes of the model comparisons, so we present 
the Exp(1)/N(0, 1) results here. We ran two chains for 500,000  
iterations with a burn- in of 24,000 (see Supporting Information for 
diagnostics).

(1)h
(

tDi

)

= aie
bit + ci ,

(2)

log
(

ai
)

= log(a)+�a
1
×sexi×z

a
1

+�a
2
× infectioni×z

a
2

+�a
3
×MLHi×z

a
3

+�a
4
×MLHi× infectioni×z

a
4

+�a
5
×MLHi×sexi×z

a
5

+�a
6
×sexi× infectioni×z

a
6

+�a
7
×MLHi×sexi× infectioni×z

a
7

+�Si

TA B L E  1  Mortality functions used as proposal models to fit to 
the data.

Model
Mortality rate 
�(x| 𝛉) Parameters

Exponential r r > 0

Gompertz aebx a, b > 0

Gompertz– Makeham aebx + c a, b, c > 0

Siler a1e
−b1x + c + a2e

b2x a1, a2, b1, b2, c > 0
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2.6  |  Analysis

To judge the importance of each parameter, we used the inclusion 
probability thresholds as described in Viallefont et al. (2001), who 
consider anything with a posterior inclusion probability over 0.5 
to be informative (0.5– 0.75 is described as evidence of a weak 
association, 0.75– 0.9 as positive, 0.95– 0.99 as strong and >0.99 
as very strong). When estimating the effects of inbreeding de-
pression, the consensus has been to perform a regression analysis 
with a fitness component as the response (Keller & Waller, 2002; 
Morton et al., 1956) and MLH as a continuous predictor. Here we 
model parameters of the Gompertz– Makeham function as regres-
sions against MLH. We check the robustness of this assumption of 
a linear association between parameters and predictor, and hence 
of our inference, by repeating the analysis using MLH as a categor-
ical variable (Figures S4 and S5). Although the posterior inclusion 
probabilities for MLH (and the MLH × infection interaction) are 
reduced below 0.5 the pattern is broadly similar with the largest 
effect on b. The model averaged trajectories describe similar pat-
terns of survival and mortality although the effects are reduced. 
We also used bespoke model validation approaches to check the 
linear regression assumption (Figure S6). Here we present results 
using MLH as a continuous predictor.

In summary, our mortality trajectory models treat sex and in-
fection status as categorical predictors, and MLH as a continuous 
predictor, and implements a log- linear relationship between each 
Gompertz– Makeham parameter and the covariates. Indicator vari-
ables allowed MCMC chains to switch each predictor on or off and 
we judge the importance of parameters and predictors using inclu-
sion probabilities and BMA.

3  |  RESULTS

In the Woodchester badger population, MLH ranged from 0.045 to 
0.64 (Figure 1), with a median MLH score of 0.32, which is similar 
to other reported populations (Supporting Information). There were 
strong positive correlations between the three different measures of 
inbreeding MLH:IR = 0.96, MLH:F = 0.91, F:IR = 0.90 suggesting our 
chosen metric of MLH was representative of other genomic- based 
measures of inbreeding. The badger age distribution was typical of 
CMR data with lower proportions of very young and very old indi-
viduals although the never- positive category had a higher proportion 
of young individuals compared to the cub- positive group (Figure S7). 
MLH scores were distributed evenly across the different badger cat-
egories and through time (Figure S1). The initial model comparison 
identified that the Gompertz- Makeham model best described the 
dataset (Table 2), this model was used for the remainder of the analy-
sis presented here. The posterior distribution of sigma which repre-
sents the variance in the effect of social group was credibly different 
from zero (Figure S17) suggesting it should be included in the model.

With over 9000 different models visited by the RJ- MCMC al-
gorithm and no single model having a posterior probability greater 

than 0.01, it is appropriate to look at the proportion of models that 
include each predictor for each parameter and calculate posterior 
inclusion probabilities across all the possible models (Figure 2). MLH 
has an informative impact on each of the three Gompertz– Makeham 
parameters indicating influence on mortality rates across the lifes-
pan of badgers (inclusion probabilities of MLH on: a = 0.59; b = 0.95; 
c = 0.70). Only one interaction term was considered informative, 
inclusion probability of 0.77 for an interaction between MLH and 
infection status on b (Figure 2). Despite the inclusion probabili-
ties suggesting informative effects of MLH on all parameters, the 
strength of some of these effects is weak. The model- averaged pos-
terior density plots (Figure 3) show the associations between MLH 
and parameters a and c are not credibly different from zero, although 
it is possible these parameters compete to describe the signal of 
MLH affecting early-  and mid- life mortality risks as we have shown 
previously (Hudson et al., 2019). The association between MLH and 
b, among putatively infected cubs, is credibly distributed away from 
zero (Figure 3) confirming that for this group of badgers increasing 
MLH steepens the senescent increase in mortality.

The combined effects of MLH on all parameters are revealed 
in the model- averaged posterior- predictive trajectories (Figure 4) 
which account for uncertainty in the choice of model. Figure 4b 

TA B L E  2  WAIC Scores for initial model comparisons on the 
complete dataset. ΔWAIC indicates the difference in WAIC score to 
the next best model.

Mortality model WAIC ΔWAIC Rank

Gompertz– Makeham 32045.73 3.79 1

Siler 32049.52 12.53 2

Exponential 32062.05 5.02 3

Gompertz 32067.07 — 4

Abbreviation: WAIC: widely applicable information criterion.

F I G U R E  1  Multi- locus homozygosity (MLH) scores of European 
badgers Meles meles. Data from a long- term capture– mark– 
recapture study of a wild population of badgers at Woodchester 
Park in Gloucestershire. Median score (0.318) indicated by vertical 
red line.
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indicates reduced survival with increased MLH throughout life for all 
badgers. The mortality trajectories (Figure 4a) confirm this relation-
ship and show the effect is most pronounced for males and those 
identified as bTB positive as cubs. These relationships are supported 
by the bivariate posterior density coefficient plots (Figure 5) which 
diverge most credibly from zero when they include the influence of 
the senescent mortality parameter b.

4  |  DISCUSSION

Several studies have linked genome- wide homozygosity with 
fitness- related traits in wild animal populations but few have inves-
tigated impacts across lifespans (although see Keller, 1998; Slate 
et al., 2000; Szulkin et al., 2007). Here we provide evidence for im-
pacts of inbreeding on age- , sex-  and infection- specific mortality in 

F I G U R E  2  Posterior inclusion 
probabilities for each variable on each 
parameter of the Gompertz– Makeham 
model (panels a, b and c). Values 
generated from the posterior samples 
of a RJ- MCMC analysis using a model 
allowing sex- , infection-  and multi- locus 
homozygosity (MLH) specific variation. 
Sex and infection fitted as categorical 
variables, MLH fitted as a continuous 
variable.

F I G U R E  3  Model- averaged posterior distributions of inbreeding coefficients. The coefficient estimates refer to the additional effect of a 
single unit increase in multi- locus homozygosity (MLH) on each of the Gompertz– Makeham parameters, dashed lines represent 95% credible 
intervals.
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a population of wild badgers using a measure of inbreeding derived 
from multi- locus data.

Our analysis generated posterior inclusion probabilities that 
indicated a non- negligible effect of MLH on all parameters of the 
lifetime mortality trajectory, suggesting both age- dependent and 
age- independent effects on survival and mortality. The strongest 
effect was seen in the positive association between MLH and the 
rate of increase of late- life mortality, that is the intensity of actuarial 
senescence. Although independent interpretation of the parameters 
can help suggest where in an individual badger's lifetime the impacts 
of being inbred may be felt, we feel it is safer to accommodate model 
uncertainty (Raftery et al., 1994) and covariances among parame-
ters by producing model- averaged survival and mortality trajecto-
ries. We focus on the mortality trajectories which are better able to 
capture the combined effects of MLH on the shape of the lifetime 
mortality trajectory itself. The model averaged mortality trajectories 
reflect the posterior inclusion probabilities and describe an earlier 
onset, and steeper senescent increase in mortality with increasing 
MLH.

Ageing in badgers has previously been shown to differ between 
sexes and infection categories (Hudson et al., 2019; McDonald 
et al., 2014) but our analysis here suggests that the majority of MLH 
effects are independent of sex and infection status. We found pos-
itive support for one interaction term, between MLH and infection 
status, on the rate of increase in senescent mortality. Putatively in-
fected individuals suffered steeper senescent increases in mortality 
compared to their never- positive counterparts, this further amplified 

by increasing MLH. Our findings here support predictions from 
mutation accumulation theory which suggest an age- dependent 
increase in inbreeding depression (Charlesworth & Hughes, 1996; 
Hughes et al., 2002; Moorad & Promislow, 2009), although this pat-
tern has also been shown to be consistent with antagonistic pleiot-
ropy (Moorad & Promislow, 2009).

Previous research in other species has found evidence for in-
teractions between sex and inbreeding although analyses were 
confined to older individuals (Fox et al., 2006; Reid et al., 2007). 
Harrisson et al. (2019) analysed lifetime fitness costs of inbreeding 
in the helmeted honeyeater Lichenostomus melanops cassidix and 
found, as we have, negligible variation in mortality from the interact-
ing effects of homozygosity and sex. Research has generally focused 
on the impact of inbreeding on a fitness- related trait such as suscep-
tibility to disease or progression of infection (Benton et al., 2018; 
Queirós et al., 2016; Trinkel et al., 2011) as opposed to investigating 
links with mortality. We chose to categorise badgers into distinct 
‘infection’ groups so complete lifetime trajectories (conditional on 
first capture) could be compared but this meant we filtered out bad-
gers that tested positive after their first year of life (n = 187) leaving 
unanswered questions regarding the mortality trajectories of these 
individuals. Including this group of badgers in this framework would 
introduce an inherent bias— to be a member of this group is condi-
tional on having lived beyond their first year, thus forcing early sur-
vival estimates for this group to be artificially high.

Working with CMR data from wild populations comes with 
some inherent problems and potential bias. We cannot model 

F I G U R E  4  Model- averaged, posterior- predictive mortality (a) and survival trajectories (b) of a population of European badgers naturally 
infected with Mycobacterium bovis. Trajectories drawn at four levels of increasing multi- locus homozygosity. Shaded areas represent 95% 
credible intervals.
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survival or mortality from birth as we only have information on 
captured individuals: it is almost certain that some individuals will 
die prior to being available for capture. Rogers et al. (1997) esti-
mated pre- capture mortality in this population at 24% but we are 
unable to determine whether this rate varies with different levels 
of inbreeding or infection status. We are working on methods to 
include this type of information in such analyses but without any 
adjustment we are likely under- estimating initial/‘at- birth’ mor-
tality and reducing our ability to detect bathtub shaped mortal-
ity patterns in our analyses. In our initial model comparison, the 
WAIC score of the Siler model was only 3.79 points higher than the 
Gompertz– Makeham model suggesting it provided a similarly good 
fit to the data. The difference between the two models lies in the 
description of very early life mortality changes— the Gompertz– 
Makeham model effectively ignores them whilst the Siler models 
them with a declining Gompertz function to allow initially high 
mortality to decrease as individuals reach maturity. The mortality 

trajectories of never- positive individuals do hint at some varia-
tion in early life with reduced mortality for individuals with higher 
MLH which, if confirmed, would provide support for Antagonistic 
Pleiotropy, or the disposable soma theory (Kirkwood, 1977) which 
describes a trade- off between committing energy to reproduc-
tion vs investing in maintenance of body tissues. We ran our full 
RJ- MCMC analysis using the Siler model (see Supporting infor-
mation) and the resulting mortality trajectories provide some 
support for early- life survival benefits associated with increased 
MLH. This raises an important question: is MLH beneficial for 
cub survival, or are the surviving, emerging cubs a biased subset 
of cubs? As a result of poor information on pre- emergent cubs 
in setts, it remains possible that inbreeding negatively affects  
‘at- birth’ survival rates which we are unable to detect. Alternatively, 
the pattern we observe may arise from a reduction in the number 
of offspring (pre- emergence from the sett) allowing greater in-
vestment in those cubs that do survive (Rabon & Waddell, 2010) 

F I G U R E  5  Model- averaged posterior distributions of multi- locus homozygosity (MLH) coefficient estimates from a RJ- MCMC analysis 
of a wild population of European badgers using the Gompertz- Makehmam mortality function with parameters a, b and c lower triangle: 
model- averaged bivariate posterior density distributions of MLH coefficient estimates. Centre diagonal: model- averaged univariate posterior 
density distributions of MLH coefficient estimates. Upper triangle: numbers representing the proportion of each corresponding bivariate 
distribution from the lower triangle that lies within each quadrant. Coefficient estimates refer to the maximum possible effect of MLH on 
the Gompertz– Makeham parameters (i.e. moving from MLH = 0 to MLH = 1).
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long enough to be captured. This may also help explain the lower 
initial mortality rates of putatively- infected cubs as we found here 
and previously (Hudson et al., 2019)— higher mortality of infected 
cubs prior to emergence from burrows would bias our inference 
of initial mortality rates.

Further complications relevant to studies of bTB are the lim-
itations of diagnostic tests and changes in the prevailing tests 
employed in studies over time (Clifton- Hadley et al., 1995; Dalley 
et al., 2008; Delahay et al., 2013). False- positive diagnosis would 
potentially weaken the signal of mortality in ‘cub- positive’ bad-
gers, whereas the more likely false negatives could strengthen the 
signal in the ‘never- positive’ individuals. Our results may there-
fore be more conservative for ‘cub- positive’ yet potentially over-
stated for ‘never- positive’ individuals. We are confident that any 
impact is minimal due to tests being highly specific and recapture 
being common.

Our data originate from a study of a natural free- living popula-
tion of badgers, with no experimental manipulation of their breeding 
system or disease status; hence, the patterns we infer are associa-
tions rather than deductions of cause and effect. Our results provide 
evidence for an association between genome- wide homozygosity 
and the lifetime mortality of a free- living mammal, the strongest ef-
fect describing both an earlier onset and faster senescent decline 
in survival with increasing levels of MLH across both sexes. There 
is some indication that the magnitude of the effect on senescence 
is mediated by the infection status of the individual as putatively 
infected individuals suffered worse. Our findings are relevant to the 
conservation of small and fragmented populations in the wild be-
cause they highlight credible life- history impacts of MLH caused by 
inbreeding or genetic drift. Our findings are also relevant to our un-
derstanding of how the impacts of disease can be mediated by host 
genetics: in the badger- bTB system, infection and MLH combine to 
amplify actuarial senescence, with inevitable consequences for host 
demography. One avenue for further research is to consider how 
population management strategies, designed to reduce the trans-
mission of bTB between wildlife and livestock, might influence the 
genetic structure of the wild host population.

Our findings confirm a positive association between genome- 
wide homozygosity and the intensity of actuarial senescence in a 
wild mammal. This association amplified among putatively infected 
individuals, highlighting the importance of links between life history, 
population genetics and disease.
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